Abstract: When SUSY breaking produces only dimension-2 operators, gluino and photino masses are of order 1 GeV or less. The gg bound state has mass 1.3-2.2 GeV and lifetime > ∼ 10 −5 − 10 −10 s. This range of mass and lifetime is largely unconstrained because missing energy and beam dump techniques are ineffective. With only small modifications, upcoming K 0 decay experiments can study most of the interesting range. The lightest gluinocontaining baryon (udsg) is long-lived or stable; experiments to find it and the uudg are also discussed.
I have recently outlined [1] some of the low-energy features of theories in which dimension-3 SUSY breaking operators are highly suppressed. This is the generic situation in several interesting methods of SUSY breaking. Two to four free parameters of the usual minimal supersymmetric standard model (A and the gaugino masses) vanish at tree level. The elimination of these SUSY breaking operators implies that there is no additional CP violation at T=0 beyond what is already present in the standard model [1] . (In contrast, conventional SUSY-breaking generically leads to the embarassing prediction of a neutron electric dipole moment 3-4 orders of magnitude larger than the present experimental upper limit.) The allowed range of the remaining SUSY parameters can be constrained by requiring correct breaking of the SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry, consistency with LEP mass limits, and the absence of any new flavor singlet pseudoscalar lighter than the η ′ [1] .
Gauginos are massless at tree level but get calculable masses through radiative corrections from electroweak (gaugino/higgsino-Higgs/gauge boson) and top-stop loops. Evaluating these within the constrained parameter space leads to a gluino mass range mg ∼ GeV. The lightest chargino has a mass less than m W . The photino is an attractive dark matter candidate, with a correct abundance for parameters in the predicted ranges [2] . Due to the non-negligible mass of the photino compared to the glueball, prompt photinos are not a useful signature for the light gluinos and the energy they carry [3] . Gluino masses less than about 1 1 2 GeV are largely unconstrained [3] . Experiments to rectify this are proposed here. Consequences for squark and chargino searches are discussed in ref. [?] .
The gluino forms bound states with gluons and other gluinos, as well as with quarks and antiquarks in a color octet state. The lightest of these states, the spin-1/2 gluon-gluino bound state called R 0 , should have a mass ∼ 1.3 − 2.2 GeV [3, 1] . Since the gluino is light, this state is approximately degenerate with a flavor singlet pseudoscalar comprised mainly ofgg [3] . Experimental evidence is now quite strong for an "extra" flavor singlet pseudoscalar at ∼ 1500 MeV [5] , in addition to those which can be accomodated in ordinary QCD [1] . The η ′ is identified with the pseudogoldstone boson associated with the breaking of the chiral R-symmetry of the nearly massless gluino [3] . The lightest R-baryon is the flavor-singlet spin-0 udsg bound state called S 0 , whose mass should lie 0 − 1 GeV above that of the R 0 . Higher lying Rhadrons decay to the R 0 and S 0 via conventional strong or weak interactions.
The rest of this paper is devoted to finding evidence for these R-hadrons. I shall assume here that photinos are responsible for the cold dark matter of the Universe. This fixes more exactly the mass of the photino and R 0 because in order to obtain the correct density of photinos, the ratio r ≡ m(R 0 )/mγ must fall between about ∼ 1.6−2 [2] , which is in the range predicted on the basis of the gluino and photino mass calcuations [1] . The lifetime
GeV. This is comparable to the the K 0 L − K 0 S lifetime range if M sq ∼ 100 GeV, or longer for heavier squarks. In ref. [3] I discussed strategies for detecting or excluding the existance of an R 0 with a lifetime so long it cannot be detected by its decays. Here I discuss several approaches appropriate if the R 0 lifetime is in the ∼ 10 −5 − 10 −10 s range.
If R 0 's exist, beams for rare K 0 decay and ǫ ′ /ǫ experiments would contain R 0 's. The detectors designed to observe K 0 decays can be used to study R 0 decays. The R 0 production cross section can be estimated in perturbative QCD when the R 0 's are produced with p ⊥ > ∼ 1 GeV. However high-luminosity beams are produced at low p ⊥ so pQCD cannot be used to determine the R 0 flux in the beam. The most important outstanding phenomenological problem in studying light gluinos is to develop reliable methods for estimating the R 0 production cross section in the low p ⊥ region; this problem will be left for the future. In the remainder of this paper I simply paramterize the ratio of R 0 to K 0 L fluxes in a given beam at the production point by p · 10 −4 .
The momentum in the R 0 rest frame of a hadron h, produced in the two
. For the typical case 1.6 < r < ∼ 2 and m R 0 = 1.7 GeV, P π ∼ 500 − 600 MeV. This illustrates that, unless the R 0 is in the extreme high end of its mass range and the photino is in the low end of its estimated mass range, multihadron final states will be significantly suppressed by phase space.
While dominant with respect to phase space, two body decays are suppressed by the approximate C-invariance of SUSY QCD. The = P h . Thus determining P π and P η , gives two conditions fixing the two unknowns, m(R 0 ) and mγ. Determination of the ratio m(R 0 )/mγ is important to confirm or refute the proposal [2] that relic photinos are responsible for the bulk of the missing matter of the Universe.
We can estimate the sensitivity of neutral kaon experiments to R 0 's as follows. The number of decays of a particle with decay length λ ≡< γβcτ >, in a fiducial region extending from L to L + l, is
where N 0 is the total number of particles leaving the production point. In
. Denote the number of reconstructed R 0 →γX events by N R X and denote the number of reconstructed
and idealizing the particles as having a narrow energy spread, eq. (1) leads to:
where ǫ X and ǫ Y are the efficiencies for reconstructing the final state particles X and Y , γ = E m is the relativistic time dilation factor, and β = P E will be taken to be 1 below.
, and introducing the "sensitivity function" (2) implies that an experiment with
3 E.g., Fermilab's E799 and the 
is just the ratio of probabilities (which we will denote respectively f K and f R ) for the π 0 to have P t in the allowed range, 160 < P t < 231 GeV, in the 
With the spectrum experiments, so other things being equal a greater sensitivity can be achieved for a comparable acceptance. Unfortunately, E799 rejected the ηγ final state.
Use of an intense K 0 S beam would allow shorter lifetimes to be probed. The FNAL E621 experiment designed to search for the CP violating K 0 S → π + π − π 0 decay had a high K 0 S flux and a decay region close to the production target. However its 20 MeV invariant mass resolution may be insufficient to adequately distinguish η's from K 0 's. To estimate the sensitivity of, e.g., the NA48 detector we must return to eq. (1), since for the planned
Taking the same production rate and efficiencies as before, and assuming Turning now to other R-hadrons, the ground-state R-baryon is the flavor singlet scalar udsg bound state denoted S 0 . On account of the very strong hyperfine attraction among the quarks in the flavor-singlet channel [7] , its mass is about 210 ± 20 MeV lower than that of the lowest R-nucleons. The mass of the S 0 is almost surely less than m(Λ) + m(R 0 ), so it cannot decay through strong interactions. As long as m(S 0 ) is less than m(p) + m(R 0 ), the S 0 must decay to a photino rather than R 0 and would have an extremely long lifetime since its decay requires a flavor-changing-neutral-weak transition. The S 0 could even be stable, if m(S 0 ) − m(p) − m(e − ) < mγ and R-parity is a good quantum number 4 . This is not experimentally excluded [8, 3] because the S 0 probably does not bind to nuclei. The two-pion-exchange force, which is attractive between nucleons, is repulsive between S 0 and nucleons because 4 If the baryon resonance known as the Λ(1405) is a "cryptoexotic" flavor singlet bound state of udsg, one would expect the corresponding state with gluon replaced by a light gluino to be similar in mass. In this case the S 0 mass would be ∼ 1 1 2 GeV and the S 0 would be stable as long as the photino is heavier than ∼ 600 MeV, as it would be expected to be if photinos account for the relic dark matter.
the mass of the intermediate R Λ or R Σ is much larger than that of the S 0 .
If the S 0 is stable, it provides a possible explanation for the several very high energy cosmic ray events which have been recently observed [9] . GreisenZatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) pointed out [10] that the cross section for proton scattering from the cosmic microwave background radiation is very large for energies above ∼ 10 20 eV, because at such energies the ∆(1230) resonance is excited. If cosmic ray protons are observed with larger energies than the GZK bound they must have originated within about 30 Mpc of our galaxy.
Since there are no good candidates for ultra-high energy cosmic ray sources that close, the observed events with E ∼ 3 10 20 eV [9] have produced a puzzle for astrophysics. However the threshold for producing a resonance of Neglecting the mixing between these states which is small, their masses are about 385-460 and 815-890 MeV heavier than the S 0 , respectively [7] . Thus the GZK bound is increased by a factor of 2.4 -6.5, depending on which R-hyperons are strongly coupled to the γS 0 system. Therefore, if S 0 's are stable they naturally increase the GZK bound enough to be compatible with the extremely high energy cosmic rays reported in [9] and references therein. The S 0 can be produced via a reaction such as K p → R 0 S 0 + X, or can be produced via decay of a higher mass R-baryon such as an R-proton produced in p p → R p R p + X. In an intense proton beam at relatively low energy, the latter reaction is likely to be the most efficient mechanism for producing S 0 's, as it minimizes the production of "extra" mass. One strat-egy for finding evidence for the S 0 would be to perform an experiment like that of Gustafson et al [11] , in which a neutral particle's velocity is measured by time of flight and its kinetic energy is measured in a calorimeter. This allows its mass to be determined via the relation KE = m(
. On account of limitations in time of flight resolution and kinetic energy measurement, ref. [11] was only able to study masses > 2 GeV, below which the background from neutrons became too large. An interesting aspect of using a primary proton beam at the Brookhaven AGS, where the available cm energy is limited (p beam ∼ 20 GeV), is that pair production of S 0 's probably dominates associated production of S 0 -R 0 and production of R 0 pairs, due to the efficiency from an energy standpoint of packaging baryon number and R-parity together in an S 0 or R p . The expectation that S 0 's are produced in pairs gives an extra constraint which can help discriminate against the neutron background in such a search. It is also helpful that, for low energy S 0 's, the calorimetric determination of the S 0 kinetic energy is not smeared by conversion to R 0 because of the t min required for a reaction like
Although the S 0 has approximately neutronlike interaction with matter, its cross section could easily differ from that of a neutron by a factor of two or more, so that systematic effects on the calorimetry of the unknown S 0 cross section should be considered.
If the R 0 is too long-lived to be found via anomalous decays in kaon beams and the S 0 cannot be discriminated from a neutron, a dedicated experiment studying two-body reactions of the type R 0 + N → K +,0 + S 0 could be done.
Depending on the distance from the primary target and the nature of the detector, the backgrounds would be processes such as K
If the final state neutral baryon is required to rescatter, and the momentum of the kaon is determined, and time of flight is used to determine β for the incident particle, all with sufficient accuracy, one would have enough constraints to establish that one was dealing with a two-body scattering and to determine the S 0 and R 0 masses. Measuring the final neutral baryon's kinetic energy would give an over-constrained fit which would be helpful.
Light R-hadrons other than the R 0 and S 0 will decay, most via the strong interactions, into one of these. However since the lightest R-nucleons are only about 210 ± 20 MeV heavier than the S 0 , they would decay weakly, mainly to S 0 π. The R-nucleon lifetimes should be of order 2 10 −11 − 2 10 −10 sec, by scaling the rates for the analog weak decays Σ − → n π − , Λ − → p π − and Ξ − → Λ π − by phase space. Existing experimental limits [3] do not apply to the lifetime region and kinematics of interest. Silicon microstrip detectors developed for charm studies are optimized for the lifetime range (0.2 − 1.0) 10 −12 sec. Moreover unlike ordinary hyperon decay, there is at most one charged particle in the final state, except for very low branching fraction reactions such as R n → S 0 π − e + ν e , or R n → S 0 π 0 followed by
In order to distinguish the decay R p → S 0 π + from the much more abundant background such as Σ + → n π + , which has a similar energy release, one could rescatter the final neutral in order to get its direction. Then with sufficiently accurate knowledge of the momentum of the initial charged beam and the momentum (and identity) of the final pion, one has enough constraints to determine the masses of the initial and final baryons. The feasibility of such an experiment is worth investigating. Even without the ability to reconstruct the events, with sufficiently good momentum resolution for the initial and final charged particles, one could search for events which are not consistent with the kinematics of known processes such as Σ + → π + n,
and then see if they are consistent with the two body decay expected here.
One other charged R-baryon could be strong-interaction stable, the R Ω − . Assuming its mass is 940 MeV (= m(Ω − ) − m(N) + 210 MeV) greater than the S 0 mass, it decays weakly to R Ξ + π or R Σ + K, with the R Ξ or R Σ decaying strongly to S 0 K or S 0 π respectively. This would produce a more distinctive signature than the R-nucleon decays, but at the expense of the lower production cross section.
In addition to the new hadrons expected when there are light gluinos in the theory, there are many other consequences of light gluinos. Since gluinos in this scenario live long enough that they hadronize before decaying to a photino, they produce jets similar to those produced by the other light, colored quanta: gluons and quarks. In Z 0 decay, only 4-and more-jet events are modified and the magnitude of the expected change is smaller than the uncertainty in the theoretical prediction [12] . Calculation of the 1-loop corrections to the 4-jet amplitudes is needed. In pp collisions, there is a difference between QCD with and without gluinos already in 1-jet cross sections. However absolute predictions are more difficult than for Z 0 decay since they rely on structure functions which have so far been determined assuming QCD without gluinos. Less model dependent might be to search for differences in the expected relative n-jets cross sections [12] . 
